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Carleton U’s Fraser Taylor receives 2014 Killam Award: Distinguished DGES researcher Fraser
Taylor has received a coveted Killam Prize worth $100,000, the Canada Council for the Arts. Taylor, a
Distinguished Research Professor and Fellow of the Royal Society of Canada, introduced the new
discipline of cybercartography to the world, with its capacity to illuminate socio-economic issues. In
Canada, and around the world, his cybercartographic atlases have delivered new perspectives and a
way to comprehend complex issues such as trade and economic patterns, international development
and the risk of homelessness. “This is the first time the Killam Prize has been awarded to a
cartographer and I am proud to see the discipline recognized for its important contributions,” said
Taylor. “I share this honour with my team and I look forward to continuing our research on
cybercartography.” Taylor recently co-edited the book, Developments in the Theory and Practice of
Cybercartography: Applications and Indigenous Mapping and he continues to apply his expertise with
Inuit and First Nations communities in Canada. He is actively engaged in the new United Nations
Initiative on Geospatial Information Management, which seeks to address key global challenges
through more effective use of global geospatial information. Carleton DGES News

U British Columbia’s Olav Slaymaker appointed to Order of Canada: UBC geography professor
emeritus Olav Slaymaker was appointed to Order of Canada on Boxing Day. The Order of Canada was
created in 1967 to honour outstanding achievement. Straight.com | Vancouver Sun
Carleton U PhD Pascale Roy-Leveilee recently defended her PhD thesis and will be taking up a
position as Assistant Professor of Geography at Laurentian University on January 1st, 2015. DGES
News
U Montreal’s Rodolphe de Koninck on produit assez de nourriture sur Terre pour nourrir tout le
monde. Radio-Canada
U Ottawa alumnus Gilles Rivard (MA Geography '85) has been awarded the Operational Service
Medal – HUMANITAS. This medal aims to recognize those who serve in or provide support to overseas

humanitarian operations under dangerous circumstances. Mr. Rivard received this Medal for his service
during a mission in Haiti following the earthquake of January 2010. U Ottawa News
Concordia U COHDS post-doctoral fellow Julie Perrone hired by VIA rail to participate in all historyrelated initiatives. Concordia News
U Alberta’s Arturo Sanchez-Azofeifa with the Department of Earth and Atmospheric Sciences at the
University of Alberta has teamed up with Bernie Kollman, IBM’s vice-president of the Public Sector,
Alberta. The result is some monitoring that is world wide and may help predict future environmental
events. CHED 630

Canadian Association of Geographers (CAG) 2015 annual conference and meetings will be held at
Simon Fraser University, June 1-5, 2015. This celebration of Geographic Diversity and Dialogue will
take place in Simon Fraser’s downtown locations, principally at Harbour Centre and the (adjacent)
Morris J. Wosk Centre for Dialogue.
The conference begins with an icebreaker event on Monday evening, has oral presentations, posters
and special events from Tuesday to Friday, and field trips throughout the conference. The John Wiley
Presentation will be delivered by Professor Andrew J. Weaver, a leading authority on global climate
change and the first Green Party member of British Columbia’s Legislative assembly.
Following the AGM, the banquet will be held on Thursday, June 4th in the Stanley Park Pavilion.
For more info, please visit CAG2015 home page, http://www.sfu.ca/cag2015.html
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Other “Geographical” News
Arctic Monkeying: Contrasting visions of Canada's northeast: Paris in the 18th century was the
hotbed of scientific cartography. But the shape of the Earth's continents was only as definite as the next
explorer's tall tales. Clans of cartographers bitterly quarreled over how to map the newly discovered
lands, and how to fill in the blanks. This quartet of maps on a single sheet is a fossilized reminder of
that disputatious era – and an early example of comparative cartography. Big Think
Idaho a medical destination for Canadian boomers: Most of the patients who come into Northwest
Specialty Hospital in Post Falls, Idaho are from the local area. But a Canadian flag that links to a list of
procedures with some of the longest wait times north of the border. But it feels more like the listing for a
vacation package than a medical procedure. And included in each deal: a stay at the nearby luxury
Coeur d’Alene Resort. “So the resort picks them up at the airport, them and their spouse, takes them to
the hotel, puts them in a nice room overlooking the lake,” Rasmussen said. And while the spouse
enjoys some spa time, the patient gets a new knee. KPIU 88.5
Geographic literacy as critical as reading: It is not unusual for college-level students to come to my
classes without basic geographic knowledge. Although I would be among the last to argue that
geography classes should be primarily concerned about memorization and location of place names, it is
an essential set of foundational knowledge that one must possess in order to have an educated
discussion. Some may dismiss the importance of such information by saying a quick Internet search
can provide the details and instructors should focus instead on critical thinking, and I totally concur. But
just as use of a calculator does not diminish the need to know basic math so one can make sense of
what the calculator does for them, so it is that knowledge of where to find places is useful for a greater
understanding of geographic processes. Newark Advocate

Some not so “Geographical” News

The CAG works for geographers on Twitter. Keep up-to-date by following @CanGeographers
GeogNews Archives: http://www.geog.uvic.ca/dept/cag/geognews/geognews.html
@CanGeographers Weekly: https://paper.li/CanGeographers/1394987315
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